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Abstract5

A novel approach of data assimilation based on Neural Networks (NN’s)
is presented and applied to wave modelling in the German Bight. The
method takes advantage from the ability of NN’s to emulate models and to
invert them. Combining forward and inverse model NN with the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm provides boundary values or wind fields in agreement
with measured wave integrated parameters. Synthezised HF-radar wave data
are used to test the technique for two academic cases.
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1. Introduction8

Data assimilation (DA) into regional wave models are often hampered9

due to two reasons: when simple assimilation schemes, such as optimal10

interpolation, are used the model innovation rapidly decreases. Advanced11

schemes like Ensemble Kalman Filters (EnKF, Evensen (1994), Evensen12

(2003)), variational methods (DIMET and Talagrand (1986)), and particle13

filters (Van Leeuwen (2009)) on the other hand are very time consuming.14

Data assimilation was first invented for numerical atmospheric and hydrody-15

namic modelling but nowadays is also standard in third generation wave mod-16

elling. Since the pioneering work of Lionello et al. (1992) several advanced17

schemes have been implemented with regional applications (e.g. Voorrips18

et al. (1997)).19

One of the major goals of DA is to improve the accuracy of the model fore-20

casts by incorporating data from observations through different methodology.21

Variational methods attempt to find the maximum a posteriori probability by22
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computation of the cost function gradient and applying optimization meth-23

ods to search for the cost function maximum. Note that the most common24

approach is to minimize, for convenience, minus the logarithm of the a pos-25

teriori probability. Combined with the common assumption of Gaussian a26

priori probabilities this leads to a quadratic minimization problem. Kalman27

filtering takes another approach. The model and observation operators are28

assumed linear, so that the optimization can be solved analytically. Vari-29

ational data assimilation systems using adjoint wave models so far suffered30

from the simplicity of the adjoint. Either errors were introduced due to dis-31

cretizing the analytical adjoint as in Walker (2006) or the adjoint was based32

on stationary solutions of the governing equations as in Orzech et al. (2013)33

and Orzech et al. (2014). Only recently a 4D-VAR system based on SWAN34

is under development (Veeramony et al. (2014)).35

The formulation of the EnKF is quite similar to the 3D-Var method. The36

main difference is that the static background error covariance is replaced by37

the sample covariance. This sample covariance is computed from an ensem-38

ble of model forecasts in a procedure very similar to Monte Carlo methods.39

Since data assimilation is often quite computationally demanding many ap-40

proximations have been proposed, such as Proper Orthogonal Decomposition41

(POD, Altaf et al. (2009)). Hunt et al. (2007) proposed algorithmic changes42

to EnKF and suggested that the new scheme should be called the Local En-43

semble Transform Kalman Filter (LETKF). LETKF is an advanced data as-44

similation method, which has been tested with numerical weather prediction45

(NWP) models, from storm to global scales (Szunyogh et al. (2008)). The46

method also introduces changes that improve the computational efficiency of47

the algorithm and adds flexibilities that are beneficial when non-local obser-48

vations are assimilated (Fertig et al. (2007)). However, high resolution coastal49

wave models require a further increase of memory by using EnKF/LETKF50

data assimilation approach, making this method a serious barrier for using51

it in real operational wave model coastal applications.52

Here we present a novel assimilation technique based on Neural Networks53

(NNs) which combines the computational efficiency of sequential methods54

with non-locality of Kalman and adjoint methods. In general the NN aims55

to explore an extensive parallel network of simple elements in order to obtain56

result in a very short time and, at the same time, with insensitivity to loss57

and failure of some of the elements of the network. After training NN has a58

lower computational cost than extended and linear KF, variational method,59

and particle filter. NNs will be used to emulate the regional wave model60
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integrated parameters from boundary values and wind fields and also to61

emulate the inverse. When applied to measured wave data a combination of62

the forward and inverse NN will provide improved boundary values or wind63

fields for use in the wave model. The method can thus be summarized as a64

statistical adjoint method.65

NNs have also been used in the context of data assimilation in wave66

modelling: Zhang et al. (2006) used NN to emulate model errors in order to67

improve the forecast skill. Zamani et al. (2010) emulated the forward model68

and coupled it with an Ensemble Kalman Filter. But so far, NNs have not69

been used for the assimialtion itself.70

To explore the feasibility of the assimilation technique we used as a test71

case the German Bight. The Coastal Observing System for Northern and72

Arctic Seas (COSYNA) aims at the construction of a long-term observatory73

for southern North Sea (German Bight). COSYNA integrates near real-time74

measurements with numerical models in a pre-operational way and provides75

continuously state estimates and forecasts of the coastal ocean state. Ob-76

servations consist of in-situ measurements from fixed (piles and buoys) and77

mobile platforms (FerryBox) as well as of remotely sensed data from shore78

by HF-radar and from space by satellites. The nested-grid modelling system79

estimates pre–operationally ocean state variables concerning ocean waves,80

hydrodynamics and suspended matter in the North Sea and German Bight.81

The main characteristics of COSYNA however, are the integrated approach82

of combining observations and numerical modelling by data assimilation. In83

the future, the system of three HF-radars will also measure wave parameters84

for the German Bight area. We have thus decided to study additionally the85

possible impact of assimilation of those high-resolution spatial data into the86

wave model data. So far, the HF–radar data of surface currents have been87

analyzed concerning their upscaling potential (Wahle and Stanev (2011)) and88

data is successfully assimilated in the pre-operational hydrodynamic German89

Bight model (Stanev et al. (2015)). For a similar regional area - the Liverpool90

Bay - HF–radar wave data have already be assimilated into a regional wave91

model using an optimal interpolation (Waters et al. (2013)).92

In the following section 2 we will frame the basic idea of the NN method.93

In section 3 the model set–up is specified. Training and testing of the NNs94

is described in section 4 and the application of the scheme to two academic95

test cases follows in section 5. We then summarize our results and give some96

outlook in 6.97
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2. Method98

In the proposed method, we use Neural Networks to emulate a physical99

model and its adjoint. Given some measurements ~rm a first (statistical)100

estimate of model forcings ~c are derived by NN emulating the adjoint model:101

~c1 = NN−1(~rm). Subsequent application of forward NN gives an emulated102

model output ~r1 error χ2
1 which can be subsequently minimised using the103

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm:104

χ2
k = ( ~rm − ~rk)T C ( ~rm − ~rk) (1)

~ck+1 = ~ck + (MTC−1M + λ1)−1MTC−1 ( ~rm − ~rk) (2)

where C is the covariance matrix and M is the Jacobian matrix with105

M ≡
(

∂~r(~c)
∂~c

)
|~c= ~ck

. λ ∈ [0, 1] is a control parameter allowing to gently adjust106

between a Gauss-Newton (λ = 0) and a gradient descent (λ = 1) scheme.107

The combination of emulating forward/inverse models with NNs and ap-108

plying Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is not a new idea. It has been used in109

remote sensing for parameter retrieval and out of scope check (Schiller (2007),110

Schiller and Krasnopolsky (2001), Krasnopolsky and Schiller (2003)). How-111

ever, the methodology is novel for data assimilation. Its basic principle is112

visualised in figure 1.113

We use feedforward backpropagation networks. Their characteristics will114

be described briefly, more details can be found in e.g. Bishop (1995) and115

Haykin (1999). The NNs are organised in layers: one input layer, one out-116

put layer and one or more hidden layers in between. Each layer consists of117

neurons. The number of neurons in the input and output layer are given by118

the number of their variables. The number of neurons in the hidden layer(s)119

is problem specific and its fixation needs some experience. Each neuron in a120

layer is linked to each neuron in a neighbouring layer by a weight.121

The NNs work sequentially: each element of the input vector serves as122

entry for one of the neurons of the input layer. The output of the first hidden123

layer is computed by summation of the weighted inputs, shifting it by a bias124

and applying a nonlinear function (a sigmoid here). The procedure repeats125

until the output layer is reached where the outcome of each neuron gives one126

element of the output vector.127

Weights and biases are the free parameters of the network. They are128

fixed during the training phase of the NN by supplying a training dataset129

consisting of pairs of input vectors and corresponding desired output vectors.130
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Figure 1: Sketch of assimilation scheme. The combination of forward and backward NN
is used to minimize error between measurement and model output.

At the beginning of the training, the outcome of the NN will differ largely131

from the desired output. The mean squared relative error per neuron is132

iteratively minimized during the training by backpropagating it through the133

NN and adjusting the biases and weights according to a gradient descent134

scheme. This back propagation of errors is also exploited in the Levenberg-135

Marquardt algorithm: the first guess model output data ~r0 are adapted to136

better suit the measurements ~rm.137

It is good practice to have an additional independent testing dataset to138

check the generalization–power of the NN after the training, i.e. to test if139

reasonable output is produced for input not included in the training.140

The training and testing phase of the NN methodology is time consuming.141

However, it needs to be done only once, whereas the subsequent usage of a142

NN is very fast.143

3. Model Set-up144

Within COSYNA WAM Cycle 4.5.4 runs pre–operationally twice a day145

with a three day forecast period. The model is an update of the WAM Cycle146
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4 wave model, which is described Komen et al. (1996). The basic physics147

and numerics are kept in the new release. The source function integration148

scheme of Hersbach and Janssen (1999), and the reformulated dissipation149

source function (Bidlot et al. (2007),Janssen (2008) ) are incorporated. Depth150

induced wave breaking (Battjes and Janssen (1978)) has been included as an151

additional source term which will improve model results in shallow areas like152

the German Wadden Sea.153

Figure 2: Bathymetry of the North Sea (left) and German Bight model set-up. Note the
different scales and the very shallow areas in the German Bight Wadden Sea.

The nested-grid wave model system for the German Bight includes a154

regional model for the North Sea with a spatial resolution of about 5 km155

and a finer local model for the German Bight with a resolution of about 900156

m. The temporal resolution of integrated wave parameter model output is157

3 hours and 1 hour, respectively. Figure 2 shows the depth distributions158

for both domains. Both models use a directional resolution of 15 degrees159

and 30 frequencies logarithmically equally spaced from 0.04 Hz to 0.66 Hz.160

The German Bight model runs include depth refraction and depth induced161

breaking. The forcing wind fields are taken from the German Met Service162

(DWD: Deutscher Wetterdienst), computed as U10–fields by the atmospheric163

model COSMO–EU (Baldauf et al. (2011)). It provides twice a day (0 and164

12 UTC) forecast results for 78 hours with a spatial resolution of about 7 km165

and a temporal resolution of 3 hours. The required boundary information166

used at the open boundaries of the North Sea model is derived from the167

regional wave model EWAM for Europe that is running twice a day in the168

operational wave forecast routine of the DWD.169
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4. Training Neural Networks170

The success of training any NN is highly dependent on the quality of171

the training data. It has to cover all possible situations equally well. If172

calm sea state is over represented (as it is in nature) the NN will fail under173

stormy conditions. Thus, the German Bight model output was sampled174

for a ten month period starting September 1st 2012. At each time step175

the ’measurement’ region (i.e. where in future HF–radar wave data will be176

available) was sampled randomly and approximately 20% of the maximum177

available number has usually been retained. Large values of significant wave178

height (three times higher than mean at any given point) were always kept179

and even duplicated.180

To reduce the dimensionality of the problem a principal component (PC)181

analysis for corresponding wind fields and boundary values of significant wave182

height Hs was performed. In either case the first PC describes well above183

90% of the variance (see table 1). Therefore we took the first 2 PCs into184

account.185

# PC wind U wind V Hs N.B. hs W.B.
1 93.2 91.0 96.1 95.4
2 3.5 (96.7) 4.1 (95.2) 3.6 (99.7) 3.7 (99.1)
3 1.1 (97.8) 1.9 (97.0) 0.2 (99.9) 0.6 (99.7)
4 0.5 (98.4) 0.7 (97.8)
5 0.3 (98.7) 0.4 (98.1)

Table 1: Described variance [%] of leading principal components for wind fields (U and V
component) and (northern and western) boundary values of significant wave height Hs in
the German Bight. The values in brackets give accumulated values.

In this way a large training / testing table was compiled containing the186

variables listed in table 2.187

Wave period and wave direction at the open boundaries of the German188

Bight do not vary much with space; therefore information of tm1 and thq was189

kept in the data table as mean value over boundaries and no PC analysis was190

done for these variables. The wave travelling time through the German Bight191

area varies between 6 to 12 hours. Therefore in order to predict present wave192

heights in the ’measurement’ region past 6-12 hours of wind and boundary193

values are fully relevant. From the large database a subset of approximately194
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# variable time [hours from data]
1 date [YYYYMMDDHH]
2 longitude of measurement
3 latitude of measurement
4 significant wave height Hs 0, -3, -6
5 first moment wave period Tm1 0, -3, -6
6 total mean wave direction θ 0, -3, -6
7 northern boundary Hs PC1/2 and tm1 0, -3, -6, -9, -12
8 northern boundary θ -6
9 western boundary Hs PC1/2 and Tm1 0, -3, -6, -9, -12

10 western boundary θ -6
11 wind U/V component PC1/2 0, -3, -6, -9, -12

Table 2: Variables extracted from wave model results for training the various NN’s.

90% (>600,000) was randomly chosen for training the various NNs. The195

remaining 10% (75,000) was used as an independent testing data set.196

For training the neural network the method of Schiller (2000) was used.197

4.1. NN Forward model198

Input to the Neural Network emulating WAM is the northern and western199

boundary values (first two PC’s of Hs, Tm1 period and wave direction θ)200

reaching 3 to 12 hours back in time, wind (first two PC’a of U- and V201

component) reaching 0 to 12 hours back in time. Output is the measured202

wave integrated parameters (Hs, Tm1, θ) at one single location within the203

measurement area at present time and reaching up to 6 hours back in time.204

The location of the measurement is defined by its longitude and latitude and205

given as additional input parameter to the NN. Thus one can interpret the206

NN as an assembly of NN’s – one for each location where observational data207

might be available.208

The reason to train NN’s with measurements from only one location at a209

time and not with all available is twofold: first, NN cannot handle missing210

values and the HF-radar spatial coverage varies from measurement to mea-211

surement. Second, later on in the application phase, the boundary values212

and wind fields leading to the smallest error χ2 = (Hsm − HsNN)2/Hsm
2 can213

easily be chosen. A typical distribution of relative errors χ is shown in figure214

3.215
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Figure 3: Typical error distribution of all NN ensemble members.

After training the NN its generalisation power was checked relative to the216

independent testing data set. The statistics of this test are shown in Figure217

4 for Hs, Tm1 (t=0) for all points in the testing set. Figure 5 gives the218

mean spatial distribution of absolute and relative errors for both variables219

together with the corresponding mean values. Scatterplots of observed versus220

emulated values demonstrate the performance of the NN. For high values221

of wave height and period the NN tends to underestimate. In most parts222

of the German Bight the mean absolute errors are below 20cm and 1/3s223

corresponding to about 15% and 10%, respectively. In the very shallow224

areas of the German Bight these values are exceeded by far. This can be225

explained by considering that during the training of the NN the overall error226

is minimised by converging to a function that gives small errors in most of227

the cases. This function is thus similar to the deep water equations of the228

wave model and thus fails in regions where shallow water physics should be229

applied. As a consequence measurements taken at these points will not be230

used for deriving boundary values and wind fields.231

4.2. NN Inverse model232

As a first attempt we performed the exact inverse of what is described in233

Section 4.1 for the forward WAM NN, i.e. emulating the boundary forcing234

from a single point measurement of wave integrated parameters.235

However, the results from this inverse NN showed errors that are of one236

order of magnitude larger than the corresponding forward NN experiment.237

These large errors were explained by the non-bijectivity of a wave model: one238

and the same sea state might have been caused by different combinations239

of swell and wind sea. Thus we decided to reduce the complexity of the240

inversion problem by dividing the inverse model into two parts: one for241
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Figure 4: Performance of forward WAM NN when applied to test data. Left: significant
wave height, right: tm1 period. The upper figures show a scatterplot of all test data
(measured vs. NN emulated) and the best fitted line (with slope and axis intercept).
Below, the distribution of deviations (measured minus NN emulated) is given together
with the mean of the deviations (bias) and the standard deviation.

deriving boundary values where PC’s of wind fields serve as additional input242

for the inverse NN and a second working vice versa. In this way we thereby243

improve the inverse NN performance by giving additional input information244

to the NN.245

The splitting might seem unrealistic but it is applicable to many regions.246

E.g. for most parts of the German Bight correct boundary values are essential247

for wave forecasting, whereas other regions like the Baltic Sea (not exposed248

to swell) are dominated by local wind.249

4.2.1. Boundary Value retrieval250

Figure 6 shows the errors of the inverse WAM NN for boundary value251

retrieval when wind information was given as an additional input using the252

example of boundary values 6 hours before the measurement. The perfor-253

mance of this experiment is considerably improved compared to the complete254

inverse NN. The NN emulated PC’s of boundary data of Hs fit the target255
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Figure 5: Spatial distribution of mean errors of forward WAM NN when applied to test
data. Top: significant wave height, bottom: tm1 period. Left panel shows absolute errors,
in the middle are relative errors. Additionally, to the right the mean states are given.

values well. There is a trend of overpredicting by the NN, especially for very256

small values of the leading PC’s which results in an underestimation of large257

values of significant wave height by the NN.258

4.2.2. Wind field retrieval259

The NN for wind field retrieval from wave measurements and boundary260

values shows a broad distribution of errors. As an example Figure 7 shows261

the first PC’s of the wind components 6 hours before measurement for the262

test data set. When scaled equally the standard deviation here exceeds the263

corresponding one of the NN emulating boundary values by a factor of 1.5.264

This might be explained by the fact that the described variance of the lead-265

ing PC’s for the wind field are about 5% less than for boundary values.266

Additionally, for the northern component there is a small bias.267

5. Application of assimilation scheme268

In order to test the assimilation scheme two academic tests were per-269

formed. Data from the pre- operational wave forecast system for the German270

Bight area served as synthetic HF-radar data to be assimilated. These data271

were neither used for training or testing the various NN’s and cover the sec-272

ond week of July 2013. The wind fields and boundary values of this forecast273
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Figure 6: Performance of NN for boundary value retrieval when applied to test data.
Left: leading PC of northern boundary Hs 6 hours before measurement, right: same
for western boundary. The upper figures show a scatterplot of all test data (measured
vs. NN emulated) and the best fitted line (with slope and axis intercept). Below, the
distribution of deviations (measured minus NN emulated) is given together with the mean
of the deviations (bias) and the standard deviation.

are used for validation of the assimilation. The forecast was re-run to obtain274

first-guess values using the following to setups:275

1. using the correct wind fields but no boundary values276

2. using the correct boundary values but no wind277

The synthetic HF-radar data together with (1) correct PC’s of wind-fields or278

(2) correct PC’s of boundary data were applied to the two NN’s emulating279

the inverse WAM. The NN output (either innovated wind fields or boundary280

values) was optimized using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm described281

in section 2 and by taking the mean of the 50 outputs giving the smallest282

error χ2. Figures 8 and 9 show a comparison between NN output and the283

correct values. The emulated boundary values agree on the main line with the284

correct values over the whole assimilation period. The storm event (around285

60 hours) is underestimated by about 60 cm and reaches too far south at286
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Figure 7: Performance of NN for wind field retrieval when applied to test data. Left:
leading PC of wind vector V–component 6 hours before measurement, right: same for
U–component. (For details see Figure 6.)

the western boundary. Afterwards emulated Hs drops too rapidly. The wind287

fields emulated by the NN resembles the model values along the two transects.288

The wind speed during the storm is underestimated up to 3 m/s towards289

the northern open boundary and the east coast. In addition, the storm290

duration is underestimated. Emulated wind directions are mainly northern,291

whereas the correct wind fields contain an east component. Still, the overall292

performance of the inverse NN for wind retrieval is encouraging.293

For further testing, the emulated wind fields and boundary values were294

used together with either correct boundary values or correct wind fields as295

input to the NN emulating WAM. The obtained wave heights and periods296

give an estimate of innovations that could be achieved in WAM. Figures297

10 and 11 show the time averaged relative errors in the area where data298

were assimilated. Evidently, first-guess errors are largest in the open sea299

area when boundary values are neglected and largest towards the coast when300

suppressing wind fields, since the shallow wave state is dominated by local301

wind. The errors of the innovated wave parameters is reduced significantly302

(about 20%) in either case throughout most of the measurement area in303

particular for Tm1 wave period. Close to the East coast the errors exceed304

the first guess errors by far. This can be explained by the fact, that the NN305
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Figure 8: Boundary values taken from WAM model run (left) and as emulated by Neural
Network based assimilation scheme (middle) and the difference between the two (WAM-
NN). Top: significant wave height at Northern boundary, bottom: at Western boundary.
The x–axis is hours since July 12th 12 UTC, y–axis is either longitude or latitude.

Figure 9: Wind fields (wind speed and direction) taken from WAM model run (top) and as
emulated by Neural Network based assimilation scheme (below) and the difference between
the two (WAM-NN). Left: profiles along 8 degrees East, right: profiles along 54 degrees
North in the German Bight area.

emulating WAM is performing weakest in that area (see section 4.1) due to306

shallow water effects.307
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In summary, the first validation of the assimilation scheme gives promising308

results in the open ocean. It can be supposed that running WAM with NN309

derived forcing the large errors in the shallow regions will be diminished.310

Figure 10: Time averaged relative errors for significant wave height (left) and m1 period
(right). The first guess WAM model run (no boundary values) is on top and below in-
novations as emulated by Neural Network using correct wind fields and boundary values
from assimilation scheme.

6. Summary311

In this work we used a neural networks (NN) approach as a novel method312

for data assimilation into a wave model. The method is based on emulating313

the wave model and its inverse using NN’s. By applying wave measurements314

to them, innovated boundary values and wind fields were retrieved using an315

iterative process. The potential innovations when using these forcings were316

estimated using the forward NN.317

NN can be used to approximate an arbitrary non-linear function that318

maps a vector of input variables to a vector of output variables. The ap-319

plication of a NN has been divided into a training phase and a forecasting320

phase. During the training phase a large dataset of input and output vectors321

are used to train the NN, i.e. to estimate the coefficients and structure of the322
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Figure 11: Same as Figure 10 but with first guess WAM model run without wind fields
and innovations as emulated by Neural Network using correct boundary values and wind
fields from assimilation scheme.

NN. The training phase consists of adjusting the weights for the best per-323

formance of the network in establishing the mapping of many input/output324

vector pairs.325

Contrary to physically based models, with the NN it is not necessary that326

the relation between inputs and outputs is causal, a statistical relation like327

correlation is sufficient. This gives an additional freedom to decide which328

variables are inputs and which variables are outputs. This unique property329

of NN makes possible to perform data-assimilation by simply changing the330

input and output variables for the NN. Where physically based wave models,331

such as WAM, require wind and boundary conditions as inputs and provide332

computed wave parameters on the grid-points as outputs, a NN can accept333

observed wave parameters as inputs and wind and boundary conditions as334

outputs. The technical changes for this are very small. The challenge of this335

method is to select the right input and output variables that work well, since336

a NN will always provide an answer, but some choices can result in much337

more accurate results than others.338

To understand the performance of NNs for data assimilation in wave mod-339

els it is difficult to estimate both wind and boundary conditions together.340

Therefore we used the new methodology either for optimizing the wind forc-341
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ing or the boundary conditions. We demonstrated here that NNs provide342

a statistical estimation procedure and thus have similar properties to e.g.343

multiple linear regression methods. For example, if too many input variables344

are selected, with a limited set of training data, then the training may overfit345

the data. It was therefore necessary to reserve part of the available data for346

validation. The most obvious indication for over-fitting is when the NN has347

a much higher accuracy for the training data than for the validation data.348

An important technique to reduce over-fitting is to reduce the number of349

inputs. We demonstrated that one way to do this is with Principal Com-350

ponent Analysis (PCA), sometimes also called POD, POP or EOF. Another351

way was to lump a variable e.g. for a whole boundary instead of allowing352

spatial variation.353

A NN is sometimes trained for each scalar output variable separately.354

This makes it cumbersome to compute output for many output variables.355

The approach proposed here was to use an ’inverse’ NN to estimate the wave356

parameters at the open boundary of the wave model from the observations.357

These estimated boundary conditions were used as input for a run with a358

physically based model, here WAM. It has been also possible to train a359

forward NN to generate output for a limited number of output locations.360

In summary, the results of the twin experiments are very promising and361

confirm the practicability of the newly developed assimilation technique. The362

method has several advantages compared with other methods: it can be eas-363

ily implemented for other wave models and regions since it only requires364

model output and measurements. Additionally, it can be adapted to spe-365

cific problems (derive improved wind fields and/or boundary conditions or366

any other model parameter of interest). Data Assimilation using Neural Net-367

works is computational very efficient compared to other advanced (non-local)368

assimilation strategies.369
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